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The pundits call Wefunder an “equity crowdfunding” platform. I’ve
always hated that phrase with a passion. Since we created this industry,
we have the right to rename it. 
 
As of today, Wefunder is home of the Community Round.

Founders are not excited to raise funding from strangers. Raising from a
faceless mob is not valuable and may send a bad signal to legit
investors. Instead, founders are motivated to extend an opportunity to
their community – thousands of their most passionate customers, users,
and fans - to invest as little as $100, often alongside VCs and top
angels. 

Venture-backed startups like Mercury Bank, Replit, Doorvest, & Levels
have taken advantage of new laws to open a Community Round.
Thousands of their fans have invested alongside the likes of a16z,
Coatue, Elad Gil, and other professional investors.

A Community Round doesn’t replace VC (though, it can). If Sequoia
offers a term sheet, you’ll probably want to accept. However, you can
reserve a portion of the round for your best customers to co-invest.
They offer a different kind of value, which you'll learn as you read
through this report. 

We’re changing the conventional wisdom. We want to make it a new
normal that every startup, as a matter of fairness and economic self-
interest, will allow their earliest supporters to invest. The days when
founders limit their cap table to a small circle of wealthy angels and VCs
is over.  

If this is something you care about and believe in, you can help by
joining the pledge at communityround.com.

Why every startup should pledge
to open a Community Round

- Nick Tommarello, Founder & CEO of Wefunder
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TREND 1 

Community-led companies lead the charge.
Companies like Reddit and Discord put community front and center, and
have reaped the benefits. In 5 years, Reddit co-founder Alexis Ohanian
predicts, “more than half of the top-500 publicly traded companies are
going to have a chief community officer.”

The Big Picture

TREND 2 

Community Rounds are easier than ever.
Wefunder created this industry in 2012 when we lobbied Congress to allow
anyone to invest in startups, not just the super rich. In 2021, reforms passed
making it possible to raise from thousands using a SPV. Now, it’s easier than
ever to open a Community Round using a platform like Wefunder.

TREND 3 

The "crowdfunding" stigma is going away.
Not long ago, “equity crowdfunding” was seen as a last resort. Now,
companies like Mercury and Replit - VC-backed startups worth billions -
have entered the arena and are discovering that Community Rounds come
with their own set of advantages. VCs are beginning to get on board, too. 

TREND 4 

There are more retail investors.
COVID accelerated trends that existed beforehand - including an influx of
younger investors into the market, and the rise of trading apps like
Robinhood and Coinbase. Alternative assets are also becoming more
popular, with AUM expected to increase from $10T to $14T by 2023. 

Why Community Rounds are on the rise



The amount raised through Community Rounds increased
from $20M in Q1 2019 to $110M in Q1 2021.  

Source: Kingscrowd

Wefunder leads the industry.

~40%
market share

1.34M+
investors

1.4B+
raised

3k+
founders

Community Round investments have consistently
outpaced growth by VC investments.

Quarter-to-quarter
change in VC
investments

Quarter-to-quarter
change in Community
Round investments

Source: Kingscrowd

Statistics
This industry saw rocket-ship growth in 2021



Mercury raised $5M in 90 minutes
during their Series B Community
Round

Raised
$4.9M+ from

2,450
investors

CASE STUDY

How Doorvest gained a new wave of superfans by
inviting customers to invest in their Series A

Turning Superfans Into Investors

Started and finished raise
in one quarter

Raised $205,383 from
300 investors

"At our All Hands, we presented all the comments that
investors posted on our Community Round. Seeing that

level of buzz and faith in the company made the team so
excited...it affirmed that we're building something

gamechanging for the community."

Maggie Zheng, Special Projects Lead @ Doorvest

"My Nephew was really excited
about the opportunity, which is
why I took a look. Upon doing
some research, Doorvest makes
sense."

Steve Banks

"Definitely an awesome idea!
Will use myself."

Chase Smith

"First time user of Doorvest and
had a great experience. Keep up
the great work!"

Nicholas Burakoff

"Heard your story on a podcast
and Doorvest is a platform that
I've been looking for, but didn't
know it existed until now."

James Vuong

"Doorvest provides an
investment opportunity unlike
no other."

Long K. Lam

"I believe in Doorvest's mission
and I am also a Doorvester."

Abhijit Chowdary Patibandia

Naseem Sayani

"Opening up your path
to wealth to everyone
benefiting from your
business is great. Well
done. Excited to be a
small part of your
continued success!"

10% new customers
 More than 10% of investors applied

for an account after investing;
many are now customers.

Engage employees
It boosted company morale to

interact directly with their
community.

Get product feedback
The team now gets a ton of useful
product feedback from customer-

investors.

Turning Superfans Into Investors
How Doorvest gained a new wave of superfans by

inviting customers to invest in their Series A

Case Studies

"From our perspective, having lots and lots of people invest was
more valuable than having a small set of people invest a large sum

of money."

Immad Akhund, CEO of Mercury

Breaking a Wefunder
Record

29% of
investors
 invested

$500
or less

75% of
investors

were already
customers

Started and finished
raise in one quarter

Raised $205K from
300 investors

40% of investors were
new customers

"At our All Hands, we presented all the comments that investors
posted on our Community Round. Seeing that level of buzz and faith

in the company made the team so excited...it affirmed that we're
building something gamechanging for the community."

Maggie Zheng, Special Projects Lead @ Doorvest

40% new investors
40% of investors heard about

Doorvest for the 1st time through
Wefunder

Network with founders
The CEO made many connections

with other entrepreneurs,
including potential buyers 

Live your values
Doorvest's mission is to

democratize financial security,
aligning closely with their raise

Love these and want to read more? Head to communityround.com/case_studies 

https://communityround.com/case_studies
https://communityround.com/case_studies


Key Benefits

Once customers are invested, they are motivated to spread the word about
your company, buy more products from you, and engage more with your
company.

The Immersed founder Renji Bijoy found the process of raising through VCs
too long, and their demands too high. So he opened a Community Round
and raised $2M in 2 days. Problem solved.

Many companies like Roam Research, Mercury Bank, and Doorvest are
community-driven by nature. For them, Community Rounds align closely
with their values, and strengthen their customer relationships even more.

Founders report their employees feeling excited & energized by Community
Rounds from interacting with investors and being more involved in the
fundraising process - vs traditional fundraising, which feels more abstract.

Boost company morale

When you raise through a VC, you get an advisor. When you raise through a
Community Round, you get thousands. These people can provide useful
product feedback, connect you with others, and help out with hiring.

You’ll network with all kinds of people through your Community Round,
including entrepreneurs, angel investors, VCs, and customers. You never
know where those connections might take you.

Live your values

Raise faster

Grow faster

More resources

Form valuable connectionsBigger network

Upsides you only get with Community Rounds



Andrew Chen
General Partner, a16z

"If users love a product so much that they
invest in it, I consider it a positive signal. I
support founders who offer ownership to their
community."

Talia Goldberg
Partner, Bessemer Ventures

"My favorite co-investor is the community.
Startups that align incentives with customers,
fans, and stakeholders have an inherent
advantage."

Gautam Gupta
General Partner, TCV

"Turning users into owners is the ultimate way
to create alignment. We look forward to
investing alongside users in the next generation
of world-changing brands."

Max Altman
Managing Partner, Apollo Projects

"The best startups make a product that users
love so much they want to own part [of it].
This style of fundraising is going to become
the norm for lots of amazing companies."

What VCs say



FAQ
What on earth is a Community Round?

It’s a round of funding that’s open to the whole community: customers,
fans, and friends, investing alongside VCs and angel investors.

How much can I raise?

A company can legally raise a maximum of $5M in a 12-month period
from unaccredited investors, with no cap for accredited investors.

Is a Community Round public or private?

It can be both. Some founders prefer to remain private and only make
their round open to customers. Others may opt in for a public round for
marketing reasons, and to get more supporters onboard!

Who can invest?

Anyone - regardless of income or nationality. Anyone can invest as low
as $100 in the companies they love.

Which companies can open a Community Round?

All private companies; from pre-seed until IPO. Check out our case
studies at communityround.com/case_studies to see who's done it!

What will my cap table look like?

You'll only have one line on your cap table, the name of the SPV.

An SPV, or "special purpose vehicle," is an entity that is set up for the
sole purpose of investing in your company. We'll set up a new series of
an LLC to function as the SPV, which investors pool their capital into.
The SPV then invests in your company as one entity. We set up these
SPVs at no extra charge.



Twitter LinkedIn Instagram

Wefunder
Home of the Community Round

Want to learn more? Head to communityround.com to
get more info & join the pledge.

If you're a founder and you're interested in opening a
Community Round, we would love to hear from you.
Email us at founder@communityround.com.

https://twitter.com/Wefunder
https://www.linkedin.com/company/wefunder/
https://www.instagram.com/wefunder

